
the cube site with the wheelbarrow"

mound but nonetheless going at a slow pace filling gravel and bringing it still to 

next to the new cube base making it a point with august to dig through an entire 

06154: "taking it much more easy now and digging the southern side of the field 

inhaling bad air visitng cities like going to bassano and again to vicenza"

using the trimmer to cut the grass in the valley below it and beside that only 

occasionally with machines to weld and cut the metal for my cube installation and 

there to pick my passport and finally some good air in the mountains working only 

maddalena island and back in italy experiencing heavy traffic in vicenza on my way 

some traffic and later taking a tourist boat with a diesel engine to visit the 

15122: "inhaling bad air to begin with in sardinia traveling to sassari through 

the water to flow away from the cube"

filling the new base with yellow gravel and starting to make small channels for 

06153: "with myrthe and livia at the installation site now working lightly mostly 

spade and the wheelbarrow"

home feeling too tired and finding anyway the energy to work long hours with the 

06152: "more digging of the new base of the cube now alone with august staying 

august up to the pasubio in search for edelweiss flowers"

the same route through the valley and only at the very end talking a walk with 

the mountains mostly working and going up and down to the installation cube taking 

always having to take care of livia unwilling to seat in the stroller and later in 

walking  in  vicenza  waiting  for  myrthe  to  arrive  by  train  from  the  airport  yet 

islands of the maddalena archipelago before going back to the north of italy and 

sassari to see a phone and exploring there but also walking a bit around the small 

several  beaches  and  visiting  a  few  places  inland  as  well  as  taking  august  to 

in sardinia now because of the extreme heat only exploring a bit the coast around 

05137: "not really able to take long walks on holiday with both august and livia 

times experiencing a big escalation of wind followed by a sudden storm"

really  bothering  us  while  working  on  the  cube  installation  with  august  and  at 

much  stronger  wind  alternated  with  periods  of  almost  no  wind  letting  the  flies 

the extreme heat and experiencing quite a change of weather back in the alps with 

18133: "in sardinia experiencing a nice breeze by the sea now rescuing us from 

day with the sun turning me and august very thirsty"

emptying it and distributing on the site lacking almost energies at the end of the 

06151: "still digging gravel around the new base for the cube installation and 

ashram"

tourists  like  a  french-vietnamese  girl  and  an  australian  guy  leading  us  to  an 

awaiting  for  a  train  to  take  us  south  meeting  several  pilgrims  and  then  a  few 

10130:  "folk   met   to   begin   with   traveling   away   from   bengaluru   with   davide   and 



and accepting well my condition"

in this limbo with no social reputation left yet affected by classic philosophy 

installation not knowing whether it can be done or not and living somewhat my life 

recording my thoughts back in the mountains while walking up and down to the cube 

strolling  around  the  marvelous  coasts  during  a  terrible  heat  and  lastly  also 

and  then  traveling  with  august  to  sardinia  and  at  times  recording  my  thoughts 

09102: "still briefly in the netherlands recording my thoughts while with livia 

more gravel on the base and bring black earth below it"

side and myrthe managing to make livia asleep giving us a lot more time to throw 

06159: "still digging on the northern side of the new cube base with august on my 

heart rate watch now beginning to give strange signals"

much of the black earth in front of the new base and working solidly despite the 

gravel now also slowly noticing how in fact a third base has been created throwing 

august not willing to follow me up the valley to dig and fill the base with new 

06158:  "working   at   the   cube   installation   now   without   tractor   and   often   with 

rocks also with livia unwilling to sleep again"

the new cube base and covering up the borders and doing lighter work than carrying 

06157: "taking it a bit more easy now with livia and myrthe also at the site of 

transmutation"

andes   back   to   a   mental   equilibrium   perhaps   also   reflecting   my   own   state   and 

the  way  back  to  a  most  bewildering  south  america  jungle  and  ultimately  to  the 

of post-apocalyptic impression i got of north america and bringing the jaguar all 

08106: "writing on a jaguar and setting the fable with my imagination in the sort 

on livia who had a hard time to fall asleep"

and loosing several times the signal also at times having to take breaks and check 

the heart sensor with the big rocks carried from the lower part of the field up 

06156: "still working to enforce the outer wall of the new base however hitting 

low heart beats"

base also at times making sure livia and myrthe were doing well getting high and 

I brought there from the tractor shed and building a new wall in the front of the 

with august now filling the new base with gravel and myself picking the big stones 

06155: "once again with myrthe and livia doing a picnic at the cube installation 

disturbing nightmares from it"

in the car and generally only watching one time a fantasy film and getting much 

still not granted and also dreaming a lot about driving after spending much time 

considering my situation up in the mountains and the permits for my installation 

02168:   "in   sardinia   getting   several   water   related   dreams   but   also   still 


